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Abstract—Hybrid precoding is adopted for millimeter
wave (mmWave) communications to offer a good trade-off
between hardware complexity and system performance. In
this paper, we investigate a codebook based hybrid pre-
coder for single-user mmWave systems with large antenna
arrays. We exploit the sparse nature of mmWave channels
to transform the hybrid precoding design problem into
a vector space distortion optimization problem which is
only related to the radio frequency (RF) precoder. A
near optimal solution for the RF optimization problem is
derived with the assumption of the perfect channel state
information (CSI) at the transmitter, which is practically
very difficult to obtain. To reduce the requirement of
the CSI at the transmitter, we propose the codebook
based minimum subspace distortion (MSD) hybrid pre-
coding algorithm, which obtains CSI at the combiner
side and returns the index of optimal RF codewords
and the baseband precoder through a limited feedback
channel. Simulation results are provided and validate the
effectiveness of our proposed hybrid precoding algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hybrid array is a promising technique that provides
a flexible compromise between system performance
and hardware cost for millimetre wave (mmWave)
communications [1, 2]. It transmits parallel data streams
but adopts less number of RF chains compared with
traditional fully digital solutions. Due to the special
combined digital and analog array structure [3], hybrid
precoding at the transmitter and hybrid combining at
the receiver are challenging design problems.
Most prior work on hybrid precoding design focused
on improving the spectral efficiency with the assump-
tion of perfect channel state information at the transmit-
ter (CSIT) [4–7]. In [4], hybrid precoding algorithms
were designed to formulate the precoding/combining
problem as a sparse reconstruction problem. Using the
principle of basis pursuit, their proposed hybrid pre-
coders approach to the optimal unconstrained precoders
with the perfect CSIT. Following [4], a substantial
number of papers investigated the hybrid precoder de-
signs, aiming to approaching the performance of a fully
digital array under various situations. The authors in [5]
proposed the hybrid precoding algorithm for wideband
systems and maximized the sum rate over different sub-
carriers with a MIMO-OFDM architecture. In [6], a
RF precoding algorithm with the assumption of perfect
CSIT was proposed for multi-user mmWave systems
by matching the phase of different users’ channels.
In [7], the authors proposed low complexity hybrid
precoding algorithms for the narrow band single-user
mmWave system and maximized either diversity or
spatial multiplexing gain also with the assumption of
perfect CSIT. In practice, the perfect CSIT is difficult
to obtain in mmWave systems, especially when the
number of antennas is large. Therefore, it is important
to propose new hybrid precoding algorithms without
the assumption of perfect CSIT.
Codebook based hybrid precoding can potentially
reduce the requirement of channel knowledge. In [8],
utilizing the sparse nature of mmWave channels, the
authors investigated mmWave channel estimation and
proposed a completed hybrid precoder design. The
hybrid precoder developed based on the estimated
channel achieves performance close to that of digital
solutions. The authors in [9] proposed a codebook-
based hybrid precoding algorithm with CSIT obtained
via a beam sweep procedure. The developed solutions
in [9], however, have a high computational complexity
and is designed only for the system with a single re-
ceiver antenna. In [10], the optimal baseband precoders
based on RF codebook were derived for OFDM-based
hybrid precoding systems. However, the computational
complexity is quite high, and the channel correlation
was not exploited to improve the performance and
reduce the complexity. The work in [11] leveraged
the sparsity of mmWave channel and adopted a quan-
tized codebook to obtain the hybrid precoder through
a limited feedback channel. It performs well when
the number of scatters in the channel is small, but
its performance degrades significantly in a multi-path
channel. In [12], a codebook-based hybrid precoding
design was studied for the subarray architecture. The
complexity of the scheme is reduced at the cost of
performance degradation.
In this paper, we develop a codebook-based min-
imum subspace distortion (MSD) hybrid precoding
algorithm for narrow-band single-user mmWave MIMO
systems. We analyze the hybrid precoding optimization
problem and define the metric of vector space distortion
between RF precoder and the optimal fully digital
precoder. Then, we derive a near optimal solution for
the hybrid precoder by minimizing the space distortion
between the RF precoder and the optimal fully digital
precoder. Considering the difficulty of obtaining CSIT,
we propose a codebook based RF precoder consisting
of limited number of codewords, and transform the sub-
space distortion optimization problem into a codeword
selection problem. Finally, we optimize the codebook
based RF precoder by minimizing the subspace distor-
tion and return the index of optimal codewords and the
optimal baseband precoder to the transmitter, such that
the CSIT is not required.
The notations are used throughout this paper: a
denotes a vector, A denotes a matrix, italic English
letters like N and lower-case Greek letters α are a
scalar, ∠a is the phase angle of complex value a.
|A|,AT ,AH ,A† represent determinant value, trans-
pose, conjugate transpose, pseudo inverse respectively.
We denote Frobenius norm of a matrix as ‖A‖F , and
p-norm of a vector as ‖a‖p. We use ⊗ as Kronecker
product. diag(α1, · · · , αk) is a diagonal matrix whose
diagonal elements are α1, · · · , αk. [A]N is the N th
column of a matrix. E(·) is the expectation of a random
variable.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider the downlink of single-user mmWave
MIMO system as shown in Fig. 1, where the transmitter
adopts a hybrid array with NTx antennas and NP
RF chains, sending NS ≤ NP data streams to the
receiver. The receiver adopts a fully digital array with
NRx antennas. The downlink mmWave channel is not
necessary to be symmetric with the uplink channel. The
number of antennas is set to be large to achieve high
array gain but it is impractical to install an RF chain
for each antenna. As such, we assume NP  NTx. The
transmitted signal is given by
x = FRFFBBs, (1)
where s is an NS × 1 data stream vector, which is
precoded by an NP × NS baseband precoder FBB
in the digital (baseband) domain. After the baseband
precoding, DACs and RF chains are used to convert
the digital signal to the analog (RF) domain, and the
analog signal is precoded by an NTx×NP RF precoder
FRF, which is implemented by analog phase shifters.
The entries of FRF have a constant modulus with N















Fig. 1. Illustration of the single-user mmWave MIMO system, where
the transmitter uses a hybrid array and the receiver uses a fully digital
array.
where ϕm,n represents the angle of the phase shifter.
Considering the codebook-based hybrid precoder de-
sign, we assume that each column of FRF is specified
with an RF codeword, i.e.,
FRF = [fi1 , fi2 , · · · , fiNP ], fi ∈ CF , (3)
where CF is the RF codebook. Due to the total power
constraints, we normalize the hybrid precoder, such that
‖FRFFBB‖2F = NS.
At the receiver, the received signal is transformed to
digital signal via NRx RF chains and ADCs. Then, an
NRx×NS digital combiner WBB is adopted to process
the digital signal,
y = WHBB (HFRFFBBs+ n) , (4)
where H with the dimension of NRx × NTx repre-
sents the narrow-band mmWave channel model, and
n ∼ CN (0, σ2I) denotes the complex Gaussian noise.
MmWave channels are highly directional and have
limited scattering [4]. We consider the downlink chan-
nel with a beam-space geometric model. The channel
model is not necessary to be symmetric with the uplink





















is the normalized factor, LC
is the number of clusters and each cluster contributes
LR propagation paths between the transmitter and the
receiver, αc,l is the channel complex gain, θ
t
c,l and
ϕtc,l are the elevation and azimuth angles of departure
(AoD), θrc,l and ϕ
r










received and the transmitted array response vectors. For
a uniform linear array (ULA), the array response vector












where λ is the wave length and d is the inter-element
spacing. Note that ϕ is not included in (6) as the
response vector is invariant in the azimuth domain.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The goal of this paper is to design FRF, FBB
and WBB such that the spectral efficiency (SE) is






s.t. ‖FRFFBB‖2F = NS, ‖WBB‖2F = NS,
FRF = [fi1 , fi2 , · · · , fiNP ],
fi ∈ CF , i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NCB}, (7)
where fi is the i
th codeword in the p-bit quantized
codebook CF , of which size is NCB, i.e., NCB = 2p.
The formulated problem above is difficult to solve
due to several constraints, including the coupling be-
tween WBB, FRF and FBB, the constant-modulus
requirement of FRF, and the non-convex nature of the
SE. Another practical difficulty is to know CSIT, which
requires the receiver to estimate a large dimensional
channel matrix and feedback it to the transmitter. In
the following, we will address these difficulties and
simplify the hybrid precoding design problem.
We consider to decouple the hybrid precoder and
the digital combiner by separating the precoder de-
sign from the combiner design, which is equivalent
to maximizing the mutual information at transmitter
and receiver, respectively [4]. At the precoder side, the







where H = UΣVH is the singular value decomposition
(SVD) of the channel.
Considering the sparse nature of mmWave channels,
the mutual information at the transmitter can be sim-
plified by separating the channel singular matrices into
two partitions [10], i.e.,
U = [Ū,Uex],Σ = diag(Σ̄,Σex),V = [V̄,Vex],
(9)
where Σ̄ is the first NS entries of the diagonal matrix Σ
with dimension of NS ×NS, Ū and V̄ are the first NS
columns of U and V̄, respectively. The matrix Σex is
nearly a zero matrix due to the sparsity of the mmWave
channel when Ns is not very small. Taking the same






− (NS − ‖V̄HFRFFBB‖F),
(10)
where the second term in (10) is known as the chordal
distance between FRFFBB and V̄ on the Grassmann
manifold [13]. Hence, maximizing It is equivalent to
minimizing the chordal distance. We adopt the as-
sumption proposed in [4], that the hybrid precoder is
supposed to be made close to the eigenspace of the
dominant channel, to replace the chordal distance with
the Euclidean distance that equals ‖FRFFBB − V̄‖F.
Hence, the optimization problem is transformed into
{FRF,FBB} = argmin ‖FRFFBB − V̄‖F
s.t. ‖FRFFBB‖2F = NS,
FRF = [fi1 , fi2 , · · · , fiNP ],
fi ∈ CF , i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NCB}.
(11)
The coupling between FRF and FBB can be ad-
dressed by using the Least Square (LS) method,
which minimizes the residual error between columns
of FRFFBB and those of V̄. Given an RF precoder,




Substituting (12) into the objective function of (11),
we define the vector space distortion between FRF and
V̄ as

















∥∥∥(FRFF†RF − INTx) V̄∥∥∥
F
. (13)
We note that d(FRF, V̄) equals zero when FRF is in-
vertible. However, due to the constraints on the number
of RF chains, the RF precoder makes d(FRF, V̄) larger
than zero. To minimize the error of subspace distortion,
the optimal RF precoder is given by
FRF = argmin
∥∥∥(FRFF†RF − INTx) V̄∥∥∥
F
s.t. FRF = [fi1 , fi2 , · · · , fiNP ],
fi ∈ CF , i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NCB}. (14)
The solution to the combiner design is either to
maximize the spectral efficiency or to minimize the
mean squared error between the data streams and the
received signal [7]. For simplicity, we adopt the former
one where the optimum combiner WBB is given by
WBB = Ū. (15)
IV. HYBRID PRECODER DESIGN WITH PERFECT
CSIT
In this section, we derive the optimal RF precoder
that solves the problem in (14) with the assumption
of perfect CSIT. It can be derived that the optimal RF
precoder without constraints is given by
FRF = [V]1:NPA, (16)
where A is an NP × NP full rank matrix. To verify,
we substitute FRF in (16) to (14) and obtain∥∥∥(FRFF†RF − INTx) V̄∥∥∥
F
=
∥∥([V]1:NPAA−1[V]H1:NP − INTx) V̄∥∥F
=





To account for the modulus constraint of phase
shifters, the RF precoder matrix is converted to FRF =
exp ([V]1:NPA). Therefore, the practical RF precoder
with phase shifter constraints results in normalization
error, which is defined as
en = ‖[V]1:NPA− exp ([V]1:NPA)‖F . (18)
We note that the matrix A is seen as a linear transfor-
mation matrix, which changes the norm of each vectors
in [V]1:NP . Hence, we need to design A to minimize
en. Consider the design of the optimal unconstrained
RF precoder in (16), which is related to the channel
singular vectors. These singular vectors take a DFT
structure for uniform arrays as N → ∞ [4]. Hence a
reasonable substitution for the global optimal solution
of A is given by
A = exp (j∠[V]1:NP) [V]†1:NP , (19)
and the near optimal RF precoder is written as
FRF = exp (j∠([V]1:NPA)) . (20)
To this end, with the perfect CSIT, the hybrid precod-
ing design problem is solved. In the next section, we
will discuss the codebook-based hybrid precoder design
without CSIT.
V. CODEBOOK BASED MINIMUM SUBSPACE
DISTORTION HYBRID PRECODING
In this section, we assume that the CSIT is not
available but the receiver obtains the perfect channel
knowledge using the pilots in the transmitted signal-
s. We exploit the RF codebook to optimize the RF
precoder at the receiver side and return the index of
codewords using limited feedback channel.
In the scenario of hybrid precoding, pilots are pre-
coded using the RF precoder at the transmitter. The
Algorithm 1 Codebook Based Minimum Subspace
Distortion (MSD) Hybrid Precoding
Input: CF = {fj}NCBj=1 , fj is given by (23)
Output: FRF and FBB.
Estimate Ĥ at the combiner side by transmitting
pilots in Nτ transmission phases.
for m = 0 to NP − 1 do
Obtain d(m)(FRF, V̂) at the receiver.
Find the optimal codeword for (m+ 1)th column







, · · · , fjNP
]
.




Return all indices of optimal codewords
{j1, · · · , jNP} and FBB.
pilot symbols at the baseband of the transmitter are
given by
P = [P1, · · · ,PNτ ] (21)
where Pj is an NP × NP pilot symbol in the jth
transmission phase, and Nτ is the number of pilot
transmissions. Since the RF precoder has NP < NT
columns, using a fixed RF precoder during the pilot
transmission will lead to under-determined equations
and hence Ĥ cannot be estimated. Therefore, we use d-
ifferent RF precoder FRFj during different transmission
phases. The detailed design of the pilots and precoders
are illustrated in [14]. The received signal is given by
Y =H
[
FRF1 ,FRF2 , · · · ,FRFNτ
]×
diag ([P1,P2, · · · ,PNτ ]) + Z, (22)
where Z is the noise matrix at the receiver. Using [15,
eq. (6)] and noting that the mean value of the mmWave
channel matrix is zero, we adopt the MMSE estimator
of channel which is expressed as Ĥ.
Obtaining the estimated channel knowledge at the
receiver, we adopt the codebook-based RF precoding
method to provide near-optimal solutions to the op-
timization problem in (14). Due to the fact that the
columns of the optimal hybrid precoder can be written
as a linear combination of the array response vectors







(0, 1, · · · , NTx − 1)
]T
,
j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NCB}. (23)




RF = [fj1 , · · · , fjm ],
m ∈ {0, · · · , NP}, j ∈ {1, · · · , NCB} , (24)
where fjk , k ∈ {1, · · · ,m} are the optimized columns
of the RF precoder.
We substitute F
(m)
RF into (13) and introduce the
concept of the subspace distortion as
d(m)(FRF, V̂) = ‖(F(m)RF F(m)RF
† − INTx)V̂‖F , (25)
where V̂ is a estimated channel singular matrix given




We optimize the RF precoder sequentially to reduce
the calculation complexity. When d(m)(FRF, V̂) is
fixed, we design the (m+1)th column of RF precoder
to further depress d(m+1)(FRF, V̂). Therefore, the R-
F precoder optimization problem (14) is transformed


















s.t. fj ∈ CF ,
∀j ∈ {1, · · · , NCB}. (26)
The problem above can be solved via an exhaustive
search of the codewords from the codebook. We iter-
atively increase m from 0 to NP − 1 to optimize and
use a limited feedback channel to return all indices of
the optimal codewords. The required number of the bits
for the feedback is only log2(NCB)NP. This number of
bits is much smaller compared with that in the solution
to feedback the entire channel knowledge H or V.
Once the RF precoding matrix is determined, the
capacity of the combined digital channel, including
the propagation channel and the RF precoder, is de-
termined. There could be now various options for
designing the digital precoder and combiner. Here,
we adopt the solution proposed in (12) and (15) to
determine the digital precoder and combiner. Notice
that the dimension of FBB is rather smaller than that
of V, we can return the quantized norms and phases of
each entries in FBB using the feedback channel.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present some simulation results
to demonstrate the performance of the proposed MSD
hybrid precoding design in a mmWave channel, and
compare the achieved system performance with that for
the unconstrained digital solution.
We adopt a mmWave channel model illustrated in
Section II, where the channel has LC = 5 clusters.
The azimuth AoA and AoD are uniformly distributed
in [−180◦, 180◦], and the center elevation AoA and
AoD are uniformly distributed in [−90◦, 90◦] when a
uniform planar array (UPA) is used in the simulation.
Each cluster is contributed by LR = 6 rays of which
AoA and AoD are assumed to be Laplacian distributed
with angular spread of 5◦ [7]. Both UPA and ULA




























proposed optimal hybrid precoding
Fig. 2. Comparison between the unconstrained digital precoding
and the proposed hybrid precoding with 2, 4 or 6 data streams. The
adopted system model has an 8×8 UPA at the transmitter and a 4×4
UPA at the receiver. Both transmitter and receiver adopt NP = 8 RF
chains.

























proposed Algorithm 1 - NCB=128
proposed Algorithm 1 - NCB=32
HP design in [9]
proposed Algorithm 1 - NCB=16
Fig. 3. Performance achieved by the proposed Algorithm 1 with a
quantized codebook, where NCB = 16, 32 or 128. The experimental
setup is: a 32 × 1 ULA, NP = 8 RF chains at the transmitter, an
8× 1 ULA at the receiver, and NS = 4 streams at both transmitter
and receiver.
types are simulated, and the antenna spacing is half a
wavelength. For simplicity, all clusters are assumed to
be of equal power, i.e., αc,l = αc.
Fig. 2 presents the system performance in the case
of perfect CSI. The numerical SE is calculated using
(7). For the proposed system model, a single-user UPA
system with 8 × 8 antennas at transmitter and 4 × 4
antennas at receiver is adopted. It is shown that the
proposed optimal hybrid precoder approaches to the
unconstrained precoding solution in terms of SE. With
the number of data streams increasing , the SE increases
but the increment rate of SE declines significantly. This
is because the elements in the channel gain matrix
decreases in this case. Adopting water-filling power
control policy can potentially stop the declination of
the increment rate.
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proposed Algorithm 1 - N CB=256
proposed Algorithm 1 - N CB=128
proposed Algorithm 1 - N CB=64
proposed Algorithm 1 - N CB=32
Fig. 4. Performance achieved by the proposed Algorithm 1 with SNR
fixed at 0 dB and NCB = 32, 64, 128 or 256. The experimental setup
is: a 32 × 1 ULA at the transmitter, an 8 × 1 ULA at the receiver,
and NS = 4 streams at both transmitter and receiver.
Fig. 3 shows the SE achieved by Algorithm 1 with
a quantized codebook. A single-user system with a
32 × 1 ULA at transmitter and a 16 × 1 ULA at
receiver is adopted. Both transmitter and receiver have
NP = 8 RF chains and NS = 4 data streams. The
tested codebook is quantized to 7 bits, 5 bits or 4
bits, and hence NCB is 128, 32, or 16 accordingly.
We compare the proposed algorithm to the algorithm
proposed in [9] in the figure too. From the results,
we notice that Algorithm 1 performs well with a 5
bit or larger quantized codebook and approaches to
the unconstrained SVD method. The SE drops sharply
when NCB = 16, because when codebook is small, the
subspace distortion does not reach its minimum point.
Fig. 4 illustrates how the system performance is
influenced by the number of RF chains when Algorithm
1 is applied. The SNR is fixed to 0 dB, and other set-up
is the same as that in Fig. 3. With increasing the number
of the RF chains, we can see that the spectral efficiency
increases and the increment rate declines gradually. The
SE is improved when increasing the codebook size from
32 to 128, but there is almost no improvement after 128.
Hence, the subspace distortion between FRF and V̂ can
be minimized using a relatively small codebook.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we developed a minimum subspace
distortion (MSD) hybrid precoding algorithm for the
single-user mmWave system. Considering the mutu-
al information maximization problem, we derived a
near-optimal closed-form solution for a hybrid array
in mmWave system. The proposed hybrid precoding
design with prefect CSIT approaches the fully digital
solution from the simulation results. Inspired by the
developed closed-form solution, we adopted codebook
based MSD hybrid precoding to remove the require-
ment for CSIT. Simulation results show that the achiev-
able spectral efficiency of the proposed hybrid precod-
ing algorithm, with the use of a very small codebook,
approaches to that of a fully digital solution. For future
work, it would be valuable to extend the MSD hybrid
precoding architecture to multi-user mmWave systems.
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